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Llinás de Sota used to say that the master turns a rope into an umbrella. More like a 

virtuoso magician, nothing here, nothing there, than an architect. Perhaps as a beloved 

sorcerer. And for this sorcerer's apprentice that Llinás is, for some time now more master 

than apprentice, I would like to imagine that architecture is also a question of strings. Of 

strings and boxes. Of shaping boxes and tightening strings on them so that, like musical 

instruments, they can sound. And in sounding the music, immersed in its chords, falling 

into the oblivion of the mechanism that produces it. 

Is not Architecture, after all, like Music? Is not every piece of Architecture, every building, 

like a musical instrument which, when tempered by the light of the sun and played by the 

use of men, produces sounds that make us tremble with emotion? 

Isn't the architect like a musical instrument maker? Isn't the architect the one who, with 

the simplest materials, manufactures something ineffable (how difficult it is to define 

Architecture!) that, transited by the light and agreed upon by the life of men, is capable 

of drawing from us the deepest vibrations? 

Llinás, more like an ingenious luthier than an architect, manipulates the simplest 

materials. And with them, choosing their quality in silent wisdom and adjusting their 

layout with intelligent perfection, he produces his artifacts: marvelous boxes that, once 

their strings are tightened, are capable of bringing out the most melodious harmonies. 

(Do you not hear the noises of John Cage? Do you not hear the sacred sound of quiet 

life? Do you not recognize the moving sarabandes of Marin Marais?). Tensioned boxes 

and strings whose purpose will be, not so much to exhibit the beauty of their form, or to 

demonstrate their good construction, or to be faithful to their history, but also and above 

all, to be able to produce the best chordal music. 

What is it but a sound box, an imposing drum, the fascinating cylinder of his Collblanc 

School in Barcelona? The classic cylindrical form, far from empty formalisms, takes all 

its meaning in its effectiveness to give, recovered urbanity! different answers to the 

different tensions that beset it. The silent closing of the eyes to the monsters that grip it 

with their shadows has its counterpoint in its serene opening to the light. The mighty 

cylinder stands, opens and rises, understanding the place very well. As Norberg Schulz 

rightly noted of the Kahnian work. It is, emerging above "a cloud of leaves". It opens, 

looking with mischievous winks "everywhere, and nowhere." It rises towards the sunlight 

to release its rays and give them, transformed into emotions, to the men who inhabit it. 

And all with a single accurate gesture. 

What is but a small psaltery, the tiny white box of the Instituto de Ortopedia on Enric 

Granados street in Barcelona, his first known work? With only two small pieces of string, 

the break of a staircase and the oblique placement of a piece, wisely stretched with the 

light, he manages to create -it seems incredible! such a prodigious little son. 
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And what is the house of Begur? Its closed back to the noise and the cold makes its 

empty space open to the light and the landscape resonate even better. It opens here, 

closes there, covers there. Signaling the limits of space. And leaving the instrument 

ready to be pressed. 

And isn't tuning an old musical machine what he has just done with the Archaeological 

Museum of Barcelona? Despite and relying on a cursed hexagon, he has given it a new 

and better meaning. He has repaired it and cleaned it and polished it. He has tightened 

it up, giving it the possibility of sounding again. 

The beauty, the goodness and the truth of a musical instrument are not in the right 

composition of its form, nor in the good quality of its materials, nor in the correctness of 

its construction. All that is a lot, but it is nothing if it does not sound good, if it is not 

capable of emitting the most rapturous cadences. The beauty, the goodness and the 

truth of an architectural instrument, of a building, are not in the attentive composition of 

its form, nor in the best quality of its materials, nor in the perfection of its construction, 

nor in its historical adequacy. All that is a lot, but nothing is if it does not sound good, if it 

is not capable of producing, touched by the plectrum of the sun of each day and the use 

of men, that something else that we still call Architecture. 

The buildings of José Llinás, over and above their formal successes, in addition to the 

quality of their materials and the perfection of their construction, are what they are 

because they are essentially capable of producing that music, that architecture that even 

makes us forget the impeccable mechanism. As Mies Van der Rohe's Sota rightly said: 

"To make architectural spaces without naming them". 

And if we forget about form and materials and construction, what remains in the buildings 

of José Llinás? There remains, stammering, that I don't know what it sounds like. What 

they are. That which some of us still call Architecture. 


